The hyperpolarizabilities of five prototypical and four recently synthesized longrange charge-transfer (CT) organic compounds are calculated using short-and middlerange (SR and MR) hybrid functionals. These results are compared with data from MP2 and other DFT methods including GGAs, global hybrids, long-range corrected functionals (LC-DFT), and optimally-tuned LC-DFT. Although it is commonly believed that the overestimation of hyperpolarizabilities associated with CT excitations * To whom correspondence should be addressed 
Introduction
Consider a long-range charge-transfer (CT) excitation between a donor and acceptor groups separated by a distance R. Assuming a substantial degree of CT, the transition energy E CT (in au) is approximately
where IP D is the ionization potential of the donor, EA A the electron affinity of the acceptor, and 1/R the interaction between them. The energy E CT is related to the hyperpolarizability of the CT species; this is most easily seen in the two-state model for the first-order (static) 
where µ eg,z = Ψ e |μ z |Ψ g , µ e,z and µ g,z are transition and dipole moments for the excited and ground states in the z direction. Although eq 2 does not yield quantitative results (it overestimates β T z by a factor of about two), it usually reproduces qualitative trends correctly and accounts for a large part of the hyperpolarizability in a converged sum-over-states expression. [5] [6] [7] Thus,-because of their typically low IP D − EA A , small 1/R, and large dipole moments-materials such as donor-acceptor organic compounds with long-range CT often display large β T z values. [8] [9] [10] [11] This has generated much interest around this kind of compounds owing to the applications of materials with large hyperpolarizabilities in nonlinear optics [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] (NLO), and a considerable amount of effort in this area of research has been devoted to the theoretical prediction of NLO properties via computational methods of quantum chemistry.
19-28
It was recognized early on that the theoretical determination of hyperpolarizabilities was very challenging for ab initio and semi-empirical methods. 8, 12, 20 The advent of modern density functional theory (DFT) methods, very successful in many areas across chemistry and materials science, does not solve this problem. In fact, the description of CT excitations by time-dependent (TD)DFT using popular global hybrids and generalized gradient approximations (GGAs) is fundamentally flawed, often leading to gross underestimations of E CT and, consequently, exaggeration of β T z . [23] [24] [25] In TDDFT, the approximate expression for E CT comparable to eq 1 yields
where D i is the energy of an occupied orbital ϕ i localized in the donor, decays exponentially (for GGAs) yielding asymptotically zero or c/R (for hybrids with c < 1)
rather than 1/R. 1,2 Although hybrids with 100% Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange (HF has the correct asymptotic behavior) should in principle solve this issue, these approaches are seldom satisfactory due to the reliance of DFT on error cancellation between inexact exchange and correlation terms. Thus, the poor CT excitation energies afforded by TDDFT are often blamed on these two fundamental deficiencies.
Methods within TDDFT have been developed that overcome the above mentioned problems. The 1/R term can be recovered by separating the Coulomb operator into complementary short-and long-range parts, and evaluating the exchange energy in the long-range with pure HF exchange. This is the idea behind long-range corrected (LC)-DFT functionals, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] which have been shown to provide an improved description of long-range properties (including CT excitations and hyperpolarizabilities) as compared to global hybrids and GGAs.
35-48
Furthermore, the range-separation parameter of LC-DFT can be optimized ab initio for the system of interest by demanding that the molecule, and its corresponding anion, obey the Coulomb operator is divided in three parts). However, these functionals are rarely used in hyperpolarizability calculations since it is believed that the incorrect asymptotic behavior of the exchange potential would lead to catastrophic overshooting of GGAs.
In this paper, we use SR and MR hybrid functionals to calculate the hyperpolarizabilities of five prototypical CT donor-acceptor chromophores-p-nitroaniline (PNA), dimethylamino nitrostilbene (DANS), and three DANS derivatives with extended π-conjugated bridges, (DANSn)-as well as four recently synthesized 58-61 potential NLO compounds (2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-one derivatives 1-4); the structures of these molecules are shown in Figure 1 . 
Theory and Methods
Range Separated Hybrids (RSHs) and Optimal Tuning
Here we give a brief overview of RSHs and describe the functionals employed in this work.
As mentioned in the introduction, range separation is accomplished by dividing the (interelectronic) Coulomb operator into complementary parts. For a three-range hybrid we
For all RSHs utilized here, the range-separation functions are defined in terms of the standard error function erf(x) so that F SR = 1 − erf(ω SR r 12 ), F LR = erf(ω LR r 12 ), and F MR = erf(ω SR r 12 ) − erf(ω LR r 12 ). The ω parameters define the range separation and ω LR ≤ ω SR ; for LC-DFT and SR hybrids ω SR = ω LR = ω (i.e., F MR = 0). The exchange energy E x for any hybrid or RSH (up to three-range) can now be written as
For convenience, the parameters in eq 5 for all the functionals for which we present data are listed in Table 1 we made these values both equal to one so that the magnitude of HF exchange in these functionals could be comparable to LC-DFT methods. We denote these versions of HSE and HISS as HSE-HF and HISS-HF, to emphasize the use 100% HF exchange in the short-and mid-ranges, respectively, and to distinguish them from their default counterparts. Additionally, the ω value for HSE-HF was determined by optimal tuning 50-53 using the methodology described in ref 55 ; the optimal value for all molecules (in gas phase) studied here was ω = 0.1 au. We note, however, that this value is very close to the standard ω = 0.11 au of HSE. For completeness, we outline the aforementioned tuning procedure as follows:
the parameter ω is chosen as the minimizer of the function methodology has already been shown to be quite appropriate for the calculation of properties of long-range CT compounds with LC-DFT, 6, 55 and is also applied here to some of the LC-DFT functionals in Table 1 and to HSE-HF in polar media. Thus, from now on, we
shall use an asterisk (*) to distinguish between tuned and non-tuned LC-DFT methods, e.g., LC-ωPBE* is the optimally tuned version of LC-ωPBE.
Hyperpolarizabilities
To avoid any confusion caused by the various conventions for hyperpolarizabilities available, 4,68 we clarify in this section the conventions and hyperpolarizability measures employed here. All hyperpolarizabilities in this work are reported in the "T" convention, which defines (hyper)polarizabilities based on the Taylor expansion of the induced dipole moment µ as a function of the field F
where µ 0 is the dipole moment in the absence of the field, α the polarizability, β the firstorder hyperpolarizability, γ the second-order hyperpolarizability, and so on. The actual hyperpolarizability measure used here is β || , which is given by
where the z axis is aligned with the dipole moment of the molecule. We note that β || = (3/5)β T z . Additionally, in some calculations, we also provide the total hyperpolarizability β tot defined as
where
The β tot values given here are frequency-independent and the coordinate system is defined by the standard orientation of the molecules. This is purely a convenience based on the way hyperpolarizability tensors are printed in the output file generated by the program used for the calculations (see the Computational Details section). All hyperpolarizabilities are given in au, which are related to electrostatic units (esu) via the relation 1 au = 8.6393 × 10
esu for β ijk . For details regarding the relationship between different hyperpolarizability conventions, the reader is referred to the paper by Reis.
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Computational Details
All calculations were carried out using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs 69 which was customized in order to compute hyperpolarizabilities using the LC-ωPBE functional. Unless 
Results and discussion
The reasoning for which we argue that the long-range correction is not the key element in the description of molecular hyperpolarizabilities is as follows: if the asymptotic 1/R behavior of the exchange potential is critical to describe β || , then removing HF exchange from the long-range to introduce local exchange instead should lead to a substantial degradation of β || . As shown here for the prototypical long-range CT compounds PNA and DANSn, as well as 1-4, this does not happen to be the case. Hence, the long-range correction is not essential in the description of molecular hyperpolarizabilities.
PNA and DANSn
The static β || values for the PNA and DANSn molecules predicted by different methods are summarized in Table 2 Table 2 , e.g., up to ∼ 500% difference between HF and PBE. Looking at the right panel of Figure 2 , one can notice a larger difference with respect concluded that the many-electron SIE (also known as delocalization error) was very similar for HSE and PBE0. The many-electron SIE has been related to the deviation from linearity of the energy when electron number is changed between adjacent integers-a constraint the exact functional must satisfy. 67 On this basis, Vydrov et al. 74 have shown that LC-DFT drastically reduces the many-electron SIE of GGAs and commonly used global hybrids. In addition, for PNA and DANS, Sun and Autschbach 54 showed that LC-DFT and tuned LC-DFT yield both a nearly perfect linear dependence for the energy as a function of fractional electron number between adjacent integers. Considering all this and the results here, it seems more plausible to associate the improved description of hyperpolarizabilities by LC-DFT with the reduction of many-electron SIE, rather than the correct asymptotic exchange potential, and to conclude that SR and MR hybrids can yield results comparable to global hybrids or LC-DFT (depending on the specific formulations of the functionals).
Having said this, we must note two things. The first one is that even the failure of semilocal functionals to approximate the ideal CT excitation energy
(eq 3) can be understood as a self-interaction error.
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Basically, the TDDFT expression for integer discontinuity in approximate functionals-the exact exchange-correlation potential is discontinuous at integer numbers of electrons. 67 Moreover, Tozer's theory has predictive power and estimates the TDDFT error in a CT excitation as
where IP D and IP A are exact ionization potentials for the donor and acceptor, respectively, whereas the orbital energies are from the density functional. If, for a molecular system, we , we see that minimizing J gap in eq 6 also makes the error in eq 11 approach zero. hyperpolarizabilities given the right set of range-separation parameters. This is illustrated in the left panel of Figure 3 , which shows the dependence of β || (DANS4) on ω for HSE-HF and LC-ωPBE; these two methods yield very similar (and close to MP2) β || near ω = 0. 
Solvent and Frequency Effects
In a recent paper, 55 we evaluated the effects of solvent, frequency, and tuning on the LC-DFT hyperpolarizabilities of PNA. Here, we extend that work to SR and MR hybrids; these results also reinforce the conclusions from the previous section. Table 4 The dependence of the error in β || on solvent and frequency is analyzed in Figure 4 and Table 4 . All functionals have error dependency on the wavelength; the MAE increases by about 10% when going from the static limit (infinite wavelength) to 1064 nm ( Figure 4 , top right panel). Likewise, the error also depends strongly on the solvent (Figure 4 , bottom panels) with most functionals having rather similar dependencies except (to a certain extent)
for the tuned LC-ωPBE* and HSE-HF*. These two methods include different fractions of HF exchange in different solvents, again emphasizing that the exchange energy-be it short or long range-is of critical importance to describe hyperpolarizabilities, 21, 22, 35 and their dependence on the media. 55, 89 Additionally, the largest dependencies on the error are seen for the solvent/gas averages of differences in Table 5 . The solvent cavity structure around the target molecule may thus be important to describe hyperpolarizabilities in solution; evidence Before closing this section, we should remark that there are inaccuracies in the theoryexperiment comparisons just discussed. In particular, the DFT calculations neglect vibra- Table 4 ). ME is the mean error (theory − experiment) and MAE the mean absolute error.
tional contributions to β || , and experimental data is expected to have a certain margin of error. However, the magnitude of these errors is unlikely to affect the general trends noted above. Although vibrational contributions to hyperpolarizabilities can be important in some cases, the vibrational contributions to β || in PNA have been estimated to reduce the hyperpolarizability by no more than about 5% at the frequencies considered here. 89, 92 On the other hand, the error in the gas phase measurement of β || is reported to be 4%. 85 Furthermore, in ref 55 the methods providing best agreement with the experimental data in Table   4 were also found to agree the most with MP2 hyperpolarizabilities, which can be expected to be reasonably accurate. 42, 70, 73, 89 Hence, recapitulating, SR and MR hybrids can give similar results to global hybrids and LC-DFT, all functionals have poor solvent and frequency dependencies, and these observations are likely to hold in spite of the possible inaccuracies in our theory-experiment comparisons.
2,3-Dihydro-1H-Inden-1-One Derivatives
Here, we evaluate the first-order NLO properties of the 2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-one deriva- it would appear that B3LYP and HSE are overestimating β tot whereas HF, LC-ωPBE, HSE-HF, and M06-HF are underestimating it. The rest of the methods lay in between these extremes; LC-ωPBE*-which uses ω = 0.2 au for all four chromophores-is, in general, in good agreement with MP2. Once more, the long-range exchange does not appear to be of special importance to determine β tot ; HSE is similar to B3LYP; HSE-HF to M06-HF and LC-ωPBE; and HISS-HF to ωB97X-D and CAM-B3LYP. The calculations also indicate that 1-4 are all long-range CT compounds. In all cases, β tot is dominated by a single component in the direction of the molecular dipole moment. In addition, 1-4 display substantial charge transfer in their excited states. This is illustrated in Figure 5 , which shows the difference in total electronic density between the ground and CT excited states of 1-4 at the LC-ωPBE/6-311+G(d,p) level; other methods yield similarlooking density plots. These figures reveal considerable delocalization of the transferred charge across the ring in which the donor group is attached; the charge gained in the excited state is more localized on the CO group of the 2,3-dihydro-1H-inden-1-one. Note how in 2 and 4 the methoxy and Br groups, respectively, along with the carbons oriented ortho and para to these groups, act as donors, whereas meta carbons behave like acceptors. This reflects the well-known ortho/para director abilities of the methoxy and Br group in electrophilic aromatic substitutions. The methoxy group is a stronger donor and has its charge more localized than the Br group, which is presumably the main reason for the increase of about 80% in β tot when going from 2 to 4 (since their structures differ only by these groups).
Likewise, the furan ring of 1 can be expected to be a weaker donor than the 1,3-benzodioxol of 3, and the β tot of the latter is approximately 50% higher than that of the former. Thus, the calculations here agree with what could be expected from chemical intuition, but also furnish the qualitative predictions of the latter with quantitative data that can be expected to be reasonably accurate. 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that-opposite to common belief-the long-range exchange potential is not of particular importance in the description of hyperpolarizabilities of prototypical long-range CT compounds. Instead, incorporation of substantial fractions of HF exchange across large portions of the molecule, which reduces the self-interaction error, appears to be the reason behind the relative success of various range-separated hybrids. Nevertheless, when calculating hyperpolarizabilities in polar media with approximate solvation models like PCM, other factors such as error cancellation may come into play too. In the gas phase, HSE-HF, HISS-HF, as well as LC-DFT and tuned LC-DFT provide relatively good results when compared to experimental data and MP2 calculations for PNA; HISS, HSE, global hybrids, and tuned LC-DFT are better in solution (with nonequilibrium PCM). However, all of these methods have a poor dependence of the β || error (w.r.t. experiment) on solvent and frequency, at least when using PCM-TDDFT to model these effects, although tuning ameliorates these issues to a certain degree. Still, the results here suggest that, with some minor modifications, available SR and MR functionals may be competitive with LC-DFT and tuned LC-DFT methods for hyperpolarizability predictions, which are the best DFT methods currently at hand for this type of calculations. Finally, we would like to point out that our conclusions seem robust within the limits of the present study, given by sample size, the use of DFT geometries, and the comparison to MP2 polarizabilities. All of these can be expected to be reasonably accurate. 24, 26, 42, 46, 70, 73 We hope that this work will stimulate more extensive studies on the adequacy of SR and MR hybrids for the prediction of NLO properties of organic materials.
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